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An Insider in Qualitative Health Research 
 
 
Abstract 
Ethnomethodology (EM) uses concepts like "insider" and "outsider" when discussing the 
researchers position in the field of study (O´Halloran 2003). This paper explores how a 
researcher is constructed as an insider in the health field, where she is exposed diverging 
interests and needs from the staff and patients. This exploration is called for by data from a 
ph.d.-project, where the researcher is a former nurse is looking into emotion displays and 
management in clinical practices in a palliative outpatient ward. The paper argues that the 
positions of ”insiderness” and ”outsiderness” are constructed interactively and elaborates on 
how this happens and why using an interaction with a terminally ill patient, called Iben, as a 
point of departure. The findings suggest that the patient recruits the researcher as a confidant 
and insider maybe because this relationship can give her a voice and more independent and 
dignified position than she has as a terminally ill patient when interacting with the medical 
staff. However, the incident puts the researcher in an ethical dilemma of how to position her 
self in the field of study. 
 
Keywords: Ethnomethodology, insider, positioning, membership categorization analysis, 
terminally ill patient 
 
The insider   
In ethnography there has been a longstanding debate about the ”analytical tightrope between 
familiarity and strangeness” (Coffey 1999: 47) – and of the consequences of being an insider 
or outsider. Researchers are warned not to get to friendly and intimate with the setting and the 
people they are studying. It is claimed that they risk loosing the ability to articulate the 
principles underlying their actions and look at the data in a scientific manner (Silverman 
2004). Moreover the researcher may not see or notice certain actions because they are 
considered to be trivial and unimportant (Kristiansen and Krogstrup 1999). Hammersley and 
Atkinson for instance says:  
 

”The comfortable signal of being ’at home’ is a danger signal. From the 
perspective of the ’marginal’ reflexive ethnographer, there can thus be no 
question of total commitment, ’surrender’ or ’becoming’. There must always 
remain some part held back, some social and intellectual distance that the 
analytical work of the ethnographer gets done” (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995: 
115) 

 
However, being an insider can be a mandatory to comprehend what is going on in the field of 
study. Arminen has noticed, ” in institutional contexts, the disclosure of the context sensitive 
meaning of the activities may depend on access to participants´ knowledge or organisational 
particulars without which the analysis may remain insufficient” (Arminen 2000: 437) 
As an insider you may feel at home but this also means that you are familiar with and have a 
profound knowledge of the culture and language you are studying.  
 
Much of the ethnographic literature seems to imply that once the analytical strangeness is lost 
it cannot be regained (Coffey 1999). It also stresses the necessity of consciously defining your 
orientation as a researcher (Silverman 2004) However, the bipolar constructions of 
”insider/outsider”, ”strangeness/familiarity” fail to capture the complexity of how these 
positions constructed interactively (Naples 1997). When you enter a new field of study you 
meet new people and perhaps you make new friendships. This is not something you can 
foresee or completely should control since it seems to be simplistic and unhelpful to avoid 
making close contacts with participants in the field of study. After all: ”Good ethnographic 
practice, data collection and analyses rely upon genuine empathy and trust and participation” 
(Coffey 1999: 47).  
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In my point of view the key issue is to uncover how these relationships are formed and how 
they affect the research process and the data production. In other words how the researcher 
and the participants position themselves  (reflexive positioning) or each other (interactive 
positioning). By positioning is meant the discursive processes by which individuals obtain 
their place interactively in situated contexts. According to Davies (2000) ”the main relevance 
of the concept of positioning for social psychology is that it serves to direct our attention to a 
process by which certain trains of consequences, intended or unintended are set in motion” 
(ibid 94). And she continues: “With positioning, the focus is on the way in which the 
discursive practices constitute the speakers and hearers in certain ways and yet at the same 
time are resources through which speakers and hearers attempt to negotiate new positions” 
(ibid: 106). In this light ethnographic work can be seen as a process of personal negotiation 
affected by ethnographic tensions such as engagement, strangeness, distance and familiarity. 
This negotiation is bound by different set of normative values and expectations people orient 
themselves towards in the field of study. These aspect contributes to ”...the development, 
establishment and form of the emergent field relations” (Coffey 1999: 48). So by looking at 
the discursive relationships between what happens at the micro-level in specific interactions 
such as the two interactions with Iben – with what happens at the meso-level in the institution 
– that is what the normative rules of conduct are between staff and patients – theses actions 
and their effect in the field of study can be understood and explained in more detail. Finally 
the field relations can affect the researcher’s perspective, the manner in which she positions 
herself and sharpen her ability to reflect critically on the conditions for the data production – 
this paper can be seen as an example of this. 
 
Aim 
The paper explores how and why a terminally ill the patient positions the researcher as an 
insider and discusses the methodological consequences of being positioned as an insider both 
by the staff and by the patients. 
 
The paper is divided into five parts 

1. Firstly the methodological considerations in the paper are clarified. 
2. Secondly the setting and the researcher’s affiliation with the participants is briefly 

introduced.  
3. Thirdly the context of the conversation between the patient, Iben and the researcher is 

presented. The analysis aims at demonstrating how Iben seems recruit the researcher 
as a confidant. 

4. And the fourth part reflects on the findings of the analysis and tries to answer the 
question why Iben is doing it and what it means to the researcher’s future position in 
the field of study. 

5. Lastly the conclusion, which anticipates to sum up the essential points of this paper. 
 
 
1. Methodology 
Using an ethnomethodological perspective (EM) my intention is to understand how talk and 
setting are ”co constitutive, reflexively and indexically connected to each other” (Psathas 
1999: 140). So looking at institutional settings the aim is to explore how the talk is 
”…modified, shaped, influenced, or constrained by contextual factors” (ibid: 141). Moreover 
EM studies of work consider how the work tasks are carried out through the talk in-
interaction. The EM approach is an inductive approach, where the ”taken for granted” is the 
topic for analysis. Seemingly naturally occurring structures or any preformulations regarding 
these structures are set aside in favour of a studying and demonstrating how people make 
certain identities and structures relevant. In membership categorization analysis (MCA) this 
relationship between the setting and the talk is illuminated and operationalized (Sacks 1995 
and Psathas 1999). Lepper defines membership categorization analysis as a: ”...a systematic 
analysis of the ways in which classes of persons – membership categories – and their 
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activities – category bound activities (CBA) - are employed within a ’base environment’ – a 
membership categorization device (MCD) – to assemble the ’inference rich’, recognizable 
actions and descriptions which, Sacks proposed, form the foundations of social order” 
(Lepper 2000:4). MCDs in a hospital can be for instance doctors, nurses and patients. MCDs 
activate an inferencing machine about what should be done in the respective MCD. Acting 
from within the MCD of a doctor you treat the patient medically. A nurse provides the basic 
physical care of the patient and so on. This is called the category bound activities: CBAs. 
Psathas claims “…by understanding how ‘categorization work’ is ongoing, we can also 
understand how organizational context is invoked and made relevant by the parties since 
organizational identities are involved” (Psathas 1999:142). 
 

In the analysis of the sequence between the patient and the researcher I use conversation 
analysis (CA). Ca developed from ethonmethodology and concerns itself with how 
conversation is organized in a methodological way. Garfinkel has viewed CA as a “method 
toolkit” and the force of CA is to reveal, “…how participants collaboratively and strategically 
construct their talk with reference to how it will be heard for example, good or bad patients, 
class, gender, age and ethnicity” (Li and Arber 2006:32). From a CA perspective talk is seen 
as a member’s achievement of “doing-being-in-the-world” (Arminen 1998:32). 
 
The choice of data in this paper is inspired a major methodological strategy of 
ethnomethodology (EM), which is part of the theoretical framework for my dissertation. 
When trying to describe and capture the ordinary practices in the ward a close study of sense-
making situations is conducted, where the sense making has been especially noticeable. Such 
situations are those ”.... in which sharp discrepancies, between on the one hand existing 
expectations and/or competencies, and on the other practical behavioural and/or interpretative 
tasks necessitate extraordinary sense making efforts by members” (ten Have 2004: 40). This 
methodological focus on “breaches”, where something has gone wrong or is different is 
similar to Garfinkel´s breaching experiments (Garfinkel 1986). In these experiments he 
wanted to get insight into “the taken for granted common sense knowledge” through 
examination of violated norms (O´Halloran 2003). The incident with Iben represents a 
situation, where the sense making was “especially noticeable” with regard to the construction 
of the positions of the patient and the researcher. 
 
An awareness of the “ordinary” everyday practices in the ward is seen as a potential for 
changing these rules, which was one of the original outsets of my project by instigating 
clinical supervision in the ward. By examining when, how and who Iben disturbs the 
normative rules of expressions in the ward it is possible uncover them both with respect to the 
hospital system in general, the palliative ward but also with respect to the different professions 
– in the present case with respect to the doctor and me as a researcher. As an insider in the 
field of study it is a challenge to constantly balance the two poles of closeness and distance, 
strangeness and familiarity. By illuminating my position to her the incident with Iben helped 
me reconsider my position, my actions and their consequences. 
 
2. The setting  
As former oncological nurse I was well acquainted with the field of study before entering. So 
it was not a problem for me get access to the field of study: a palliative outpatient wardi and 
study emotion display and management in the wards clinical practices as part of a ph.d. -
project. The access was granted after meetings with the multidisciplinary team and the head 
nurse and doctor. I spent 10 months in the ward collecting my data in various ways such as 
ethnographic observations, video taping of conferences and sound taping consultations with 
patients. Moreover I also made informal interviews with staff and patients and collected 
written informations from journals – both medical and nurses journals. 
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The multidisciplinary team in the ward is ambitious in providing a holistic care that can 
enhance the quality of life for the patient and his family in the final stage of life. The division 
of labour in the hospital means that the palliative ward does not treat the patients’ primary 
illness but only the symptoms connected to the illness. It counsels both patients and relatives 
and co-operates with other hospitals and wards, the hospital vicar the general practitioner and 
the home care. Because the ward is and outpatient ward many patients come from home to the 
ward for treatments, but the staff also pays daily visits to patients, who are admitted to the 
hospital. Moreover the nurses make phone calls to the patients at home several times a week 
to hear how they are doing.  
 
My ethnographic observations in the ward included taping and observing the consultations. 
Because of my professional background I blended in easily with the participants – especially 
the nurses. You could say that I became a true member of the ward to the extent that one of 
the nurses in the end of my stay asked my advice on how to treat a patient. I was exposed to 
both sensitive and controversial knowledge (Schein 1987). The staff looked at me in terms of 
my ”self” – as a nurse and person - and not my ”role” as a researcher (Reinharz 1997). 
Hence I got an overload of interesting data. Much more than I needed or could use for ethical 
reasons. My big job was to work with keeping a distance to the field of study in order not to 
“go native” and identify myself too much with the nurses and alternate between the MCDs 
of a nurse and a researcher. During the time of my data collection supervision from a good 
friend helped me keep my analytic distance. In spite of the risk of going native I still choose 
to wear a uniform and not my own clothes when I was in the ward to collect data both from 
staff and patients. My choice was based on both methodological as well as practical aspects. 
The medical staff outnumbered the other members of the multidisciplinary team. I did spent 
time together with the psychologist, the social worker and the physiotherapist and was on 
good terms with them, but most of the time I was observing the doctors and the nurses since 
they offer the primary service of the ward. Wearing a white uniform my “difference” was 
downplayed when observing the interactions with patients. I considered this fact to be 
beneficial both for the staff, the patients and me as it did not question my presence in the 
same manner as wearing normal clothes would have done. It might have confused the 
patients and made them think that I was for instance a psychologist or a social worker and I 
would have to do more explaining about my project and presence, and this might shift the 
focus in the wrong direction – away from the normal practices.  
 
3. The researcher’s conversation with the patient 
Just before the conversation with the researcher the palliative ward is looking in on the patient 
Iben to see how she is doing. Iben was a woman in her sixties who was diagnosed with an 
incurable cancer a few years back. She was a teacher and an intellectually sharp woman.  
On several occasions Iben shows interest in my project and she asks more questions than any 
other patient. For instance she compares the content of my project to some of the topics she 
had taught as a teacher and we discuss perspectives of my study almost like two colleagues 
working together. She seems to speak from within the MCD of a teacher and uses the CBAs 
connected to this category in being very analytic in her questions. I think that our 
conversations makes her forget her terminal condition and being a patient for a while. They 
seem to revive her professional background and personal dignity as an intellectual teacher. 
An example of this is when she one day asks me when and how she will be informed about 
the results of my research. I was surprised by her question since I know that she will not live 
long enough to get them. Also I know that she knows this. The doctors have told her that her 
condition is terminal. Looking back at these events in the beginning of my time in the ward I 
can now see, that I invite Iben to a more intimate relationship, which becomes problematic 
when she starts to be critical of the services of palliative ward. Still I am flattered by her 
interest and finds it very interesting to get more into a patient’s perspective. I tell her that I if 
she has anything she wants to tell me she could just let me know. 
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During the course of her illness she suffered from many pains and therefore the palliative 
ward attended her condition on a daily basis. At the consultation she not well and in a lot of 
pain. In the beginning the doctor: Lars, the nurse: Eva and Iben are talking about how her 
pains can be treated medically. But Iben feels insecure because the palliative ward is closed 
on weekends. Lars promises to notify the doctors on duty about Iben´s treatment and then 
Iben seems to invite to a more emotional talk about how she is feeling by saying: 
1 Iben  Altså jeg ved ikke om det er noget pjat men det er jo me:get  

I don´t know if it´s silly but this is ve:ry 
psykologisk eller psykisk det her også ikke  (0.6) og tryghed (0.4)  
psychological or mental this is isn´t it (0.6) and safety (0.4) 
øeh på en eller anden måde er altså væsentligt 
eh is somehow very important 

2 Eva Ja  
  Yes 
3 Iben Når man er så langt ude  
  When you are far out 
 
By frazing the first part of the sentence like a question: “ I don´t know if it is silly” she seems 
to invite Lars or Eva for the first time to a response on her mental state of mind. Lars says 
“we do not disagree on that” and does not respond to her question: “if it is silly or not” but to 
the more general topic of the “need for safety”. He and then Eva continues to pin out how 
they are creating a lifeline so the ward can get in touch with Lars over the weekend. But then 
Iben says: 
1. Iben: Jeg føler også at jeg er sådan en levende (2.0) kemikaliefabrik her (0.7) 
 I also feel that I am such a living chemical factory (0.7) 
2. Lars Det er jo nogle gange det vi opnår ved at kunne lindre max eller 
  This is what happens sometimes when we have to palliate max 
  hvad vi overhovedet kan finde ud af ikk så vil man få den  
  or what we can sort out then you will have this 
  fornemmelse også (1.1) .hh især hvis man man tidlligere er vant til 
  feeling yes (1.1) .hh especially if you are used to control 
  at kontrollere det hele selv og pludselig kan man ikke det  
  it all on your own and suddenly you can´t 
3. Iben Mm 
4. Ps (0.8) 
5 Lars Derfor er det der kontroltab næsten det er jo det er jo næsten det  
  That is why this loss of control almost is the worst 
  værste for mange ikke (0.7) (vil det være måske ikk) 
  for many isn´t it (0.7) (it wil be perhaps) 
 
Obviously Lars is “doing being a doctor” in line 2 when referring to the medical aspects of 
Iben´s treatment (Sacks 1992). Lars´s formulation in line 5 could fit the description of an 
empathic move – but the sequential order in what comes after his formulation clearly 
indicates that it is not received as such. Iben does not confirm – or for that matter – 
disconfirm his formulation. She just says “Mm” in line 13 and then there is a pause. Why, 
you may ask, does his formulations in line 2 and 5 not function as an empathic moves. 
Inspired by the findings in Pudlinski´s study about empathy (2005) I would say there are three 
reasons for Iben´s lacking response: 

• First Lars is to quick to conclude what Iben´s problem really is. 
• Second he could have asked more questions to assess and clarify how Iben felt before 

presenting the conclusion. He does not respond to her two invitations to talk a bit 
more about her personal experience with the illness. Instead he seems to be 
normalizing and generalizing her situation where she may be looking for a response 
to the “unique-ness” of it.  

• Finally he could have asked Iben to verify his conclusion on the character of her 
trouble. In Pudlinski´s data the call takers “seem to need to verify ‘the badness’ of the 
news before they display empathy” (2005:271). 
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• A major point of Pudlinski´s study is that a formulation that fits the description or 
intention of empathy or sympathy may not function as such and that doing empathy 
and sympathy is a mutual achievement. I argue that this is exactly what happens here. 

 
Iben is very silent and lets Lars talk himself warm in trying to demonstrate how empathic he 
is with her feeling of a loss of control – still not confirmed by her! Still the long pauses and 
the lacking verbal reaction from Iben so to speak seems to get Lars “out of the bush”. He gets 
more and more personal in his use of pronouns from initially saying ”one” then “you” and 
then finally “I” and “we”. This course of events seems to make Iben´s rejection of his 
statements even more controversial. She seems does, however, seems to be sympathetic 
towards Lars’s opinion in stating that she also would have thought that it is possible to 
imagine how it must feel to be in such pain. In doing so she aligns with Lars as a human 
being but not as the professional doctor he is supposed to be. Iben´s statement can also be 
understood as an indication of the fact that she is cleverer than he is and this may challenge 
his authority as a doctor. Being a doctor Lars is used to be in control. He is also male and 
according to Daviesii the medical profession is bound up on a certain maculinist ideal that is 
associated with a historically constructed rationality, objectivity, decisiveness, physical and 
mental strength. As Davies says doctors are used control interviews, procedures and 
practices. Lars has treated many terminally ill patients and as such he should be the expert or 
at least be treated like one. However, Iben does not orient towards the institutional setting and 
theses normative standards of behavior existing in the patient and doctor relationship (Drew 
and Heritage 1992). According to these standards the doctor is supposed to be empathetic and 
sympathetic with the patient and not the other way around. Especially not in a situation where 
the patient is terminally ill like Iben is. Iben may not be in control of the development and 
treatment of her illness, but she seems to manage to control the development of the 
consultation. She does this by: 

• Not entering the conversation till Lars has talked him self warm and gotten quite 
personal in his statements 

• She violates the preference for agreement and threatens Lars´s authority. 
• And as we shall see in the next paragraph she almost excludes Lars from the 

conversation because he is male and therefore cannot comprehend the analogy Iben is 
using when describing her pains.  

 
Iben not only rejects Lars´s empathic statements she also examplifies the nature of the pains 
by presenting two personal experiences as analogies of how she is feeling, where the analogy 
of giving birth literally excludes Lars from understanding how she is. Iben emphasizes this 
fact by stating that giving birth is nothing compared to her present experience and that “ men 
they do not have this kind of thing at all ”. Moreover Iben so to speak upgrades the analogy 
by saying: 
 Hellere 10 barn børn på en dag end sådant et angreb 
 I would rather have 10 babies in one day than such an attack 
 
By using the analogy of giving birth and by saying that men do not have “this thing at all” 
Lars is positioned as an outsider with respect to understanding what Iben is talking about. 
However, the two women present – the nurse and me – are at the same time positioned as 
possible insiders since we both have given birth. 
 
The conversation between the researcher and Iben takes place just after the consultationiii. The 
doctor has left the room and the nurse Eva remains for a little while talking to Iben about 
what has been decided. Then Eva leaves the room. Iben indicates that she wants to talk to the 
researcher. And then she says: 
1. Iben Her var nogle ting at observere for dig (0.2) 
 There were some things for you to observe here 
2. Helle Mm (0.1) 
3. Iben Jeg tænkte på det undervejs 
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 I was thinking about it during our conversation 
4 Helle  Mm  
5. Ps  (1.3) 
6. Iben  (Det var der altså godt nok)  
  There was endeed 
7. Helle  Tak for det 
  Thank you for that 
8. Ps  (0.4) 
9. Iben  Ha  
10 Helle  Nu skal jeg ikke tage mere af din tid 
  Now I shall not take any more of your time 
11 Iben  Men det må du da gerne 
  But thats okay 
12 Ps  (0.9) 
13 Iben  Ja det var der da i hvert i fald (0.4) jeg kun ha (    ) (0.2)  
  Yes there was endeed (0.4) I could have (      ) (0.2) 
  jeg kan mærke på Lars du er her (1.3) det [kan jeg] jo ikke sige 
  I can feel it on Lars that you are here (1.3) [I can] not say 
14. Helle Hvordan kan du mærke det?  
  How can you feel it 
15. Ps  (1.3) 
16. Iben  Ja nu skulle jeg heller ikke have sagt det 
  Yes now I should not have said it 
17. Ps  (6.2) 
18. Iben  Uhm han kan ikke lide at du står der (1.0) bagved (0.2)  
  Ehm he does not like that you are standing (0.1) behind him 
19. Helle Nej (0.6) jeg skulle måske nok have stillet mig på den anden side 
  No (0.6) I should maybe have placed myself on the other side 
  jeg tænkte godt på (1.9) men jeg ville ikke stille mig der heller  
  I did think about it (1.9) but I did´nt want to stand there either 
20 Iben Det var med vilje at jeg undgik dine øjne hele [tiden] for du skulle 
  I avoided your eyes purposely all the [time] because you were  
21 Helle                     [ja   ] 
                      [yes ] 
  jo være usynlig i virkeligheden [ikke] (0.2) 
  supposed to be invisible were you not 
22 Helle                                               [ja  ]        mm  
23 Ps (6.5)  
24 Iben Øe:hm 
25 Ps: (3.1) 
26 Iben Så har han arvet en af mine jokes og den fyrede han af (0.5) 
  Then he has inherited one of my jokes and he told that (0.5) 
  me:nø:eh jeg reagerede ikke på den i dag og det kunne han heller 
  bu:t:eh I did not repond to it today and he did not  
  ikke lide (0.2)  
  like it 
27 Helle Mm 
28 Ps (1.7) 
29 Iben Og den fyrede han af i dag (0.2) ø:eh (0.6) nu har vi brugt den to 
  And he told it today (0.2) e:eh (0.6) now we have used it twice 
  gange nu synes jeg ikke den var sjov mere (0.6) det skulle have 
  now I dont think it is funny any more (0.6) it should have 
  været en joke (0.3) 
  been a joke 
30 Helle Mm 
31 Iben Lidt indforstået mellem ham og mig sådan analyserer jeg det (0.2) 
  a bit inside between him and me thats the way I analyse it 
32 Helle Mm  
33 Ps (0.3) 
34 Iben Jamen altså sådan noget skal jeg ikke (sige)  
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  But I should not (say) something like this 
35 Helle Altså hvordan synes du det er anderledes da (0.5) Var det min  
  How do you think that it is different (0.5) Was it my  
  tilstedeværelse 
  presence 
36 Iben Ja 
  yes 
37 Ps (6.6)  
38 Iben Jamen han er ø:ehm (3.0) tror jeg lidt mere formel i  
  But he is eh:m (3.0) I think a bit more formal in 
  virkeligheden alts[å eller sådan noget] ufri 
  reality but  [or something] inhibited 
39 Helle    [mm    mm   mm   mm]        ja 
40 Iben Ufri (0.2) er bedre ord tror jeg det har han godt af  
  Inhibited (0.2) thats a better word I think it serves him right 
41 Helle Har han det? hvad tænker du da 
  It does what are you thinking 
42 Iben Ej men han kører jo ikke det hele helt så meget når du er her (0.3)  
  No but he does not run it all in the same manner when you are here 
43 Helle Mm 
44 Ps (1.5) 
45 I på (1.0) sådan en øe:h medfødt øeh charme det gør han ikke 
  in (1.0) with e:h such a natural charme he does not 
46 Helle Nej  
  No 
47 Ps (0.9) 
48 Iben den er der ikke skruet helt så meget op for  
  it is not turned up so much 
49 Helle Nej 
  No 
50 Ps (3.0) 
51 Iben Ja (0.6) Nu vil jeg ikke sige mere (0.6) Nu skal du vende min 
  Yes (0.6) Now I will not say anymore (0.6) Now you must turn my  
  hovedpude om 
  pillow around 
52 Helle Ja  
  Yes 
 
An unusual invitation 
In the conversation with Iben there are several aspects worth noticing when exploring the 
interactional dynamics in the positioning of the participants. Firstly there is the researcher’s 
reluctance to enter the conversation. In line 1 Iben invites her to a talk about the previous 
consultation. The researcher seems to confirm Iben´s statement by saying “Mm”. Then Iben 
says that during the consultation she thought about how there were things for me to observe. 
The researcher responds by yet another “Mm”. Iben is persistent and continues to elaborate 
on the topic and upgrade it in line 6 after the long pause (1.3) in line 5, where it would be 
expected that the researcher should take the floor (Davison 1984 and Pommerantz 1984). The 
silence could illustrate the insecurity the researcher feels about her position. In hindsight Iben 
seems to be disturbing an unspoken norm of how to act from within the MCD of a participant 
in the field of study by taking the initiative to a conversation about how the researcher affect 
the field of study. A norm that says:  

• It is normally the researcher, who will ask the participants what they experience – not 
the other way around. 

• It is recognized that researcher are affected by and affect the field of study, but still 
generally speaking this topic is not dealt with in conversations between participants 
and researchers. It is normally a “scientific topic”, which is discussed amongst 
researchers. 
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Also the utterances in line 7 and 10 underline the researcher’s hesitance to accept the 
invitation and enter the conversation. Maybe the researcher is not comfortable with the 
situation until she gets an “it’s okay” in line 11. Iben´s persistence can be seen as an 
indication of how much she wants to attract the researcher’s interest and attention and 
position the latter as an insider. Maybe – as we shall see below - because she has now 
positioned herself as an outsider with respect to her relationship with Lars.  
 
Secrets 
Secondly Iben attracts the researcher’s attention by treating the situation like some sort of 
secret that is forbidden to talk about. Four times she says that she should not be saying this – 
in line 13, 16, 34 and line 51 – and this fact probably does not diminish the researcher’s 
curiosity. Moreover the talk about something, which should not be talked about also can 
create a special bond between Iben and the researcher like two friends sharing a secret. For 
instance she says “I avoided your eyes purposely all the [time] because you were (0.2) 
supposed to be invisible were you not” in line 20.  
 
Iben succeeds getting a response from the researcher when she says that: “I can feel it on Lars 
that you are here (1.3) [I can] not say” Here we see how she is packaging the first factual 
piece of information she provides in a secretive manner, when she says: “[I can] not say” 
meaning that she is not supposed to talk about this. Moreover because the information 
personally concerns the researcher and how she influences the interaction her curiosity is 
evoked. So the researcher has to ask: “How can you feel it”  
 
Then there are some very long pauses in the transcript, where both Iben and the researcher 
have plenty of opportunities to take the floor. I would claim that they illustrate the secretive 
and “forbidden” nature of the talk. This could be the case in for instance line 17. Iben has just 
said that: “Yes now I should not have said it”. The researcher does not have the courage to 
ask another question since Iben has just expressed the “forbidden” nature of the conversation. 
So Iben has to self select herself as the next speaker and she does in line 18. The pauses in 
line 23, 28, 37,44 and 50 may also indicate that the researcher does not want to put any words 
in Iben´s mouth and therefore asks very few questions. Iben, however, is quite persistent and 
continues the conversation and elaboration on how Lars may be different. 

• He is more formal than he usually is (38) 
• He is not running it all so much (42) 
• He does not use his charm so much (45) 

And that serves him right (40).  
 
Iben not only tells me how Lars is different, when I am present and that he does not like that I 
am standing behind him (19) but she also lets me in on some internal interactional dynamics 
between her and Lars (31). Iben did not laugh at one of his jokes – one he had inherited from 
her (26) – and he did not like that either. In telling about her conversation with Lars she also 
seems to expose a certain fight for control over the conversation. She made a joke he has used 
twice now – so she did not laugh at the joke and thus leaving him in a potentially awkward 
situation. Quite obviously Iben and the researcher are now confidants and insiders and Lars is 
an outsider. 
 
Staging 
At first I was caught by the novelty of getting access to information about how the researcher 
affect participants´ interactions. However, after having reflected further on the two incidents 
it struck me how “staged” the interactions seemed to be. Here I am thinking of how Iben 
displays an alertness of her own, Lars´s and the researcher’s actions during the consultation in 
the conversation with me.  

• Iben´s utterance: ”I thought about it during our conversation” (3) that there were 
some things for the researcher to observe - indicates that she has maintained the same 
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position reflexively all along with regard to the relationship to me and that she played 
”the part” of being a patient during the consultation.  

• Also the remark in line 20: “I avoided your eyes purposely all the [time] because you 
were supposed to be invisible were you not” shows her situational awareness at two 
levels, which is nearly paradoxical when one considers the serious topic of the 
consultation.  

Finally the manner in which Iben packages the information as a big secret she really does not 
want to talk about made me consider if she to a certain extent had staged both interactions the 
consultation in order to catch the researcher’s interest? The researcher’s  “thank you for that” 
in line 7 confirms the “staging-theory” since it sounds like Iben and the researcher have made 
some sort of deal, where Iben gives the researcher some information about the staff. The 
thought is somewhat provocative and contradictory at the same time since we are talking 
about a terminally ill patient, who also seems to be taking control of the two interactions. Iben 
was quite a woman! 
 
4 Reflections on the analysis 
The incident with Iben left the researcher with three unanswered questions: 

1. Why is Iben positioning the researcher, the doctor and herself like she does? 
2. How should the knowledge she displayed to the researcher be handled?  
3. How should the researcher position herself in the future relationship with the patient?  

In the paragraphs below I will reflect on these questions.  
 
The positioning of the participants 
There are possible explanations both at micro- and meso levels explaining why Iben reacts in 
the manner she does. The discursive relationships between what happens at the two levels – 
how the normative rules of behaviour penetrate situated interactions – highlights and expands 
the motivations of Iben´s behaviour. When the participants negotiate their positions they 
orient themselves towards a cultural frame and certain normative rules of conduct. The 
participants also have a history together, which affects these negotiations. In Iben´s case she 
initially positions the doctor as an insider. The division of labour in the hospital means that 
the palliative ward is not responsible for the primary treatment of the patients´ illnesses and 
the information about ”bad news”. This possibly means that Iben initially is more open and 
feels more ”safe” in the relationship with Lars. They are doing hope-work together and 
creating a positive atmosphere where they also exchange jokes. The use of the term here 
comes from the study of Peräkyla of hope work in hospitals (1991), where he shows how 
“…the reciprocal relationship is constructed collaboratively in interaction by participants” (Li 
and Arber 2006:29). He argues that conversation is important in constructing this hopefulness 
in the terms of just feeling better” or “getting better” (Peräkyla 1991:420). In the present case 
I would go as far as to say that Lars and Iben interactively position each other as equals 
needing some kind of optimism and hope. Lars needs a hope where he can distance himself 
professionally from the grim future perspectives and trust that he is doing ”the right thing” - 
and so does Iben as a patient. In short they are building a relationship, where the MCDs of 
doctor and patient match the CBAs. Lars prescribes pain-medication; he listens to accounts of 
her symptoms and so on. Iben recognizes the work and position of Lars as the doctor and 
submits herself to his medical decisions.  
 
In an interview Iben told me that she was very satisfied with the palliative ward in the 
beginning of her admission to the hospital. The behaviour of Lars and his way “managing 
optimism” by pulling a joke once in a while gave her a sense of hope. So as previous studies 
have found euphemisms and a metaphorical and joking language can keep the hostile future 
away for while (Luffey and Maynard 1998). However, after a while when Iben realizes that 
she will not get well again she gets upset with Lars. She feels that he in his seemingly 
optimistic mood has let her down in giving her a sense of hope for recovery when treating 
her pains – a sense, which appears not be realistic. Moreover her pains don´t get better only 
worse. 
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Iben can be said to be in a submissive position of having no control over her treatment. She 
has to trust the staff completely and depend on their good will. Parsons work on the “sick 
role” shows that normative patterns of behaviour acting from within the MCD of a patient is 
to be a willing and passive recipient of the care and knowledge that the professionals can 
provide (Parson 1975). Parson find that patients freely will give up their power to the 
professionals “because they have a specialized knowledge and the patients do not have; 
professionals willingly accept this power” (Shattell 2004:716). Shatell claims that the 
vulnerability of both staff and patients are at stake, when they interact. On the one hand 
nurses often ask questions about very intimate matters. On the other hand patients are in very 
vulnerable health crisis where they “are forced to depend upon the nurses for basic needs” 
(Shatell 2004: 720). Both situations display a potential loss of autonomy or self esteem for the 
patient – but also potentially for the professional if the patient rejects her. In the interview 
with Iben she tells me that all she can really do is to choose whom she will or socialize with – 
she is not in a position to refuse treatment. And this becomes her strategy of survival – so to 
speak. She selects the nurses and doctors she wants talk to – and these selections change 
during the course of her illness. She even sometimes discusses the faults of other staff 
members with her “new favourite nurse” leaving the nurse in a difficult situation. Also the 
palliative ward’s psychologist is dismissed. Video observations from a multidisciplinary 
conference show how the upset psychologist presents an account of how Iben had told the 
nurse at the oncological fictive things about him. From a psychodynamic perspective Iben 
seems to be practicing “splitting” meaning that she is dividing the world into “good” and 
“bad”/”evil”. Splitting is a defence mechanism which serves to keep focus away from the 
problem source. In Iben´s case the problem source is most likely that Iben cannot face that 
she is going to die and that neither she nor anybody else can control this terminal process. So 
she controls the only thing she can control: whom she is talking to, when and how! 
 
From the perspective of the staff Iben seems to be “troubled patient” using the terminology of 
Li and Arber (2006). According to them: “Troubled patients are presented by staff as dying 
from a terminal disease, which makes them difficult. Such patients are presented as irritable, 
demanding and critical of palliative care staff” (27) Li and Arber have examined how 
categories of both troubled but also credible patients are constructed in the talk by the staff. 
The point is, that there are some category-bound expectations of a terminally ill person (Sacks 
1995), where the “good” patient will conform and adapt to the rules and routines of the 
hospital and be obedient and submissive. By not doing so Iben´s behaviour is marked as 
“deliberately deviant” and she may be defined as an unpopular patient and thus she is at risk 
of being isolated (Li and Arber 2006).  
 
The consultation with Iben highlights some essential interactional features, which leads to the 
positioning of Lars as an outsider and the researcher as an insider.  

• Lars does not succeed in displaying an understanding and empathic attitude towards 
Iben. He does not pose any questions to her attempting to get a clearer picture of what 
she is going through. For all we know he may not have the time to do so due to the 
institutional constraints he is submitted to. Instead he is labelling her condition as ”a 
lack of control” and thus he seems to be depriving her of hope – or at least a chance 
to do ”hope-work”.  

• By labelling her condition without a verification of it the normative asymmetrical 
relationship between doctor and patient seems to be established.  

• The consultation also reveals that the palliative ward cannot provide a complete 
”holistic care” since it is closed on weekends. Even though Lars gives his number to 
the doctor on duty Iben may feel that it still has to be an extraordinary situation 
before she can get the help she may need. This seems to upset her and put her in a 
submissive and dependant position - again! 

• Iben cannot control the division of labour in the hospital, the development and 
treatment of her disease. Also she does not appear ready to confront the fact that she 
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is dying and seems to defend her any way she can from this fact. Here I am thinking 
about the splitting of the staff caring for her into ”good” and ”bad” carers. She seems 
to control the development of the conversation during the consultation, where she 
positions Lars as an outsider, challenges his authority and MCD of being a doctor by 
using for instance using the analogy of the birth experience to illustrate how bad her 
pains are. She positions herself in a marginal position by not adopting to the 
normative standards of how one should behave belonging to the MCD of a patient. 
Instead she seems to display CBAs belonging to the MCD of a teacher in analysing 
her situation and lecturing Lars on her situation.  

 
In light of the points I made above I argue that Iben recruits the researcher because her role in 
this relationship is different than in the relationship with the palliative ward. She is able to 
provide information the researcher is interested and thus she can be said to be more ”on top” 
in having a ”giving-role”. This role resembles her role as teacher, where she also is the one in 
possession of a knowledge students need. The CBA´s she is using applies more to the MCD 
of being an academic teacher. She analyses the consultation, displays a meta-awareness and 
almost lectures the researcher about her findings. The ”giving-role” contrasts with her role as 
a patient, where she is in a ”receiving-position” as a victim of her terminal disease and in the 
need of the services of the palliative ward. Thus this analysis suggests that Iben is given a 
voice by recruiting the researcher as a confidant and perhaps a more independent and 
dignified position than she has as a terminally ill patient when interacting with the medical 
staff. Moreover the relationship with the researcher seems to enhance Iben´s hope work in 
keeping the hostile future at a certain distance. Why else ask for the results of the researcher’s 
ph.d.-project even though she knows (or rather should know!) that they will not be available 
in her lifetime? Finally the researcher is not a part of the institution, she has no formal power 
nor is she submitted to the constraints of the institution. However, as I will elaborate on 
below, she is submitted to the constraints of having a research project to finish and having 
some basic ethical human standards of how one should relate to other people. 
 
The future position of the researcher 
The conversation with Iben makes the researcher aware of the problems in trying to maintain 
a double perspective in the project and be close to both staff and patients. In Sacks 
terminology the researcher has to re-negotiate what is means to act from within the MCD of a 
researcher attempting to fulfil the aim of the ph.d.-project (Sacks 1995). After a 
reconsideration of her position in the field of study the researcher decides to re-negotiate her 
future relationship with Iben at two essential points  

1. The researcher rejected her invitation to a more confidential relationship 
2. And decided not to use the information the latter had given her given the personal 

and insecure nature of the information and what it could do to my position in the 
field. At worst it could jepardize the good relationship I had built up with the staff if 
I they got the impression that the researcher was “spying” on them in the negative 
sense of the word and discussing their behavior with the patients.  

 
The “staged” nature of both the consultation and the conversation left the researcher with an 
uncertainty of the trustworthiness of what Iben said about Lars´s behavior. However, as this 
paper anticipates showing, the incident does provide a different kind of knowledge at three 
levels: 

• Knowledge of how participants position each other in the field of study and why. 
• The challenges of wishing to maintain a double perspective and to understand both 

the actions of staff and patients. 
• Contributes to insights into how the role of the insider can develop a deeper 

understanding of the larger context in focus. My ethnographic observations and the 
interview with Iben helped uncovering possible explanations for her actions. 
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The researcher decided not visit ”troubled” patients alone but together with staff from then 
on. These decisions, however, takes some serious ethical considerations because of Iben´s 
situation. She is dying and not normally confiding in anybody or talking about her mental 
state of mind. Still the relationship between the researcher and the patient might jeopardize a 
good relationship between the researcher and the ward. A good relationship, which is a 
necessity since there still is the majority of 10 months´ of fieldwork left when the incident this 
paper describes takes place! 
 
5. Conclusion 
Gunnarsson et al 1997 and Mäkitalo 2003 believe that the discursive cultural and historical 
scripts and resources provided by institutions speak through individuals in the process of 
sense making. The purpose of this paper has been to illustrate how these discourses affect the 
positioning of participants – primarily the researcher – in the field of study. The focus on 
breaches highlights these normative patterns. The application of MCA and CA enhances the 
understanding of how organizational context is invoked and made relevant by the parties but 
also illustrates what happens when the context is breached. The paper contributes to insights 
into how the role of the insider can develop a deeper understanding of the larger context in 
focus. By applying a variety of data such as ethnographic observations and the interview with 
Iben the paper uncovers possible explanations for her actions and thus underline the quote I 
cited by Aminen in the beginning of this paper. Namely that “in institutional contexts, the 
disclosure of the context sensitive meaning of the activities may depend on access to 
participants´ knowledge or organisational particulars without which the analysis may remain 
insufficient” (Arminen 2000: 437) 
 
Iben challenges the normative positions and power relations between the interactants in the 
two sequences of interaction: the consultation with Lars and the conversation with the 
researcher. Thus it can be said that the interactions with Iben represent a situations, where the 
negotiation and interactional construction of the positions of Iben, the researcher and the 
doctor is illuminated. So the methodological focus on breaches in this paper seems to have 
uncovered and challenged some common sense notions of  

• How participants are supposed to behave in the field of study. 
• ”Insiderness” and ”outsiderness” as static conditions.  

 
As former nurse the researcher can be seen as being closer - more like an insider – to staff 
than to patients. However, the paper demonstrates how the patient, Iben, seems to see the 
researcher as being closer to her by inviting the researcher to a confidential dialogue about the 
repercussions of the latter’s influence on the previous consultation. The analysis shows how 
Iben appears to be very interested in getting into contact with the researcher. The analysis 
points to several interactional features illustrating how Iben seems to recruit the researcher as 
a confidant.  

• Iben evokes the researcher’s curiosity by packaging her informations like a secret  
• Furthermore she repeats herself several times in stating that there really was 

something for the researcher to observe in the consultation.  
 
The many and long pauses illustrate the researcher’s lacking response and hesitance to accept 
Iben´s invitation to a dialogue about what happened in the consultation. The hesitance may 
reveal that Iben seems to be breaching the normative expectations of how to act from within 
the MCD of being a participant in a research study  

• First by inviting the researcher to a confidential talk about the doctor’s behaviour  
• And second by introducing the ”scientific” topic of the researchers influence on the 

field of study.  
The analyses of the two interactions: the consultation and the conversation with the researcher 
show that Iben does not orient towards her role and speaks from within the MCD of being a 
patient. Indeed it can be said to be somewhat contradictory situation, when Iben as terminally 
ill also seems to be taking control of the two situations. In the consultation Iben takes the 
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authority by claiming that Lars has no idea of what she is going through and in the 
conversation after the consultation she acts almost like a co-researcher by inviting the 
researcher to a dialogue. However, the relationship with the researcher appears to be different 
than in the relationship with the palliative ward. Here she is in a ”giving-position” contrasted 
with her role as a patient, where she is in a more submissive and  ”receiving-position”. By 
positioning the researcher as and insider and offering the latter new information Iben´s 
professional and personal background seems to be activated and she achieves a more 
independent and dignified position than she has as terminally ill patient. This possibly 
enhances her self-efficacy and hope-work. However, the conversation put the researcher in a 
dilemma of how to position her self in the field of study and reflect on the ethical aspects 
being positioned as an insider of both staff and Iben.  
 
The presentation of the setting, the participants and the analyses of the two interactions 
illustrate the complex web of interests and needs in the field of study. The conclusion on this 
data is that Iben seems to be marginalized and perhaps isolated having nobody she talks to. 
Still the researcher decides not to pursue an intimate relationship with Iben and share more 
“secrets” with her since it can disturb the good relationship with the staff. Finally I claim that 
the researcher can never be a ”complete” insider. The analyses reveal that the mere presence 
of the researcher seems to breach the normative procedures of the ward.  
 
Notes 
1 To palliate means to relieve from pain or discomfort, which cannot be cured and most patients in the palliative 
outpatient ward are cancer patients, who are terminally ill.  
1 The quotes from K. A. Froggatt are cited in Li and Arber (2006) and come from (1995): Keeping balance: 
Hospice, death and emotions. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, South Bank University, London. 1998: The place 
of the metaphor and laguage in exploring nurses emotional work. In: Journal of Advanced Nursing, 28 (2), 332-
338. 
1 The quote from M. Hunt (1989) is cited in Li and Arber (2006). It comes from: Dying at home. It´s basic 
”ordinariness” displayed in patients´, relatives´ and nurses´ talk. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Goldsmiths 
College, University of London. 
1 Davies, K. (2001): Doing dominance and doing deference: Doctors, nurses and gender. An unpublished paper 
based on a speech held at the project: “Women in European Universities” mid-term conference in Lund. 
1  The recordings are transcribed according to the parametres written below:  
[xx]  Overlapping speech 
(0.0) Pause from one tenth of a second and upwards. 
.hhh  Audible in-breath. 
   ::  Prolongation in speech. The more colons the longer the prolongation.  
((   ))  Insecurity about what is said 
(    )  Insecurity about who speaks 
   __  Pressure on the syllable that is underlined 
Com  Non-verbal action 
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